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Welcome
This is our inaugural edition of the Indoor and Tropical Fern Group
newsletter. We plan on publishing the newsletter twice a year: a winter
edition in December and a summer edition in June. We are pleased that
you share our interest in tropical and indoor ferns. Not only will our
newsletters aim to communicate the group’s activities, projects and
meetings but they will also publish articles on indoor and tropical ferns.

Pyrrosia lingua
‘Monstrifera’. Bottom
left Lepisorus
microphyllus. See Dick
Hayward’s article
‘Growing Ferns in
Terrariums’.

We are thrilled that this edition features an article from Dick Hayward on
growing ferns in terrariums. We also have an article on Tectaria zeilanica
from Peter Blake and Matthew Reeve writes about the different
environments used for growing tropical ferns.
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Aims of the IATFG
The Indoor and Tropical Fern Group (IATFG) is a special interest group of
the British Pteridological Society (BPS). We will publish a newsletter twice
a year, organise visits to members’ fern collections, have an annual
meeting for presentations and trips to larger tropical fern collections.
As a group we look forward to forging links with public greenhouses which
display tropical ferns—championing both diversity and specialisation
within collections. We also want to
encourage, support and promote growing
“Championing both ferns as houseplants. With the current
resurgence of houseplant ownership in the
diversity and
UK, it is only right that ferns play their
specialisation
role!

within collections.”

We recognise the importance of supporting
the maintenance, documentation and
cultivation of private and public tropical and non-hardy fern collections in
UK. We want to encourage the participation in existing BPS spore
exchange and plant exchange schemes.

Get Involved
Please get in touch if you wish to contribute an article to the newsletter.
This could be an article on growing a specific fern, horticulture methods,
tropical ferns in the wild, pests and diseases, botany, taxonomy or even a
description of ‘your set-up’ at home. Get in touch to tell us what you want
from this newsletter.
If you have ideas for venues we could visit or ideas for projects that this
group could initiate please contact us. We need our group to grow so
please spread the word to any interested parties.

IATFG Timetable for 2022
Friday 29 April 2022

Visit to Southport Fernery

Friday 27 May 2022

Copy deadline for IATFG Summer newsletter

Saturday 23 July 2022 &
Sunday 24 July 2022

Joint BPS & Carnivorous Plant Society Show
at RHS Wisley

Saturday 3 September 2022 Indoor meeting, venue TBC
Friday 25 November 2o22

Copy deadline for IATFG Winter newsletter
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Fern Swap
At our Indoor Meeting in September we will have a tropical and tender
fern swap. So bear this in mind if you are dividing or potting on parts of
your collection in the Spring. There will be more information in our
summer newsletter about how this will work.

Taxonomy
Fern taxonomy can be a contentious issue. As botanists learn more about
ferns, particularly fern genetics, they discover new ways in which they
relate to each other. This leads to decisions being made that reclassify their
family relationships and can lead to familiar ferns undergoing name
changes. Not all botanists always agree when this happens, as
unfortunately there’s not always a consensus of opinion. However, the
research that leads to the name changes can sometimes help us better
understand the ferns that we grow.
Another issue is that often these name changes are not reflected
immediately in the trade. Leading to ferns circulating under several
different names or ‘synonyms’.
We have taken the decision in this newsletter to use names accepted by the
World Ferns: Synonymic Checklist and Distribution of Ferns and
Lycophytes of the World. This is compiled by Dr. Michael Hassler and can
be accessed at www.worldplants.de.
Editorially we will update names to reflect this authority but will always
include the original name if it is an established synonym. For example,
Blechnum procerum will be written as Parablechnum procerum (syn.
Blechnum). If an article is specifically about taxonomy then the author’s
original names will be maintained.

Membership Directory
The Membership Directory is a list of group members, which is available to
everyone in the group. When you join the group we will ask if you are
happy to have your details included in the Membership Directory. If you
change your mind, you can request to have your details added or removed
at anytime. You do not have to be in the Membership Directory to receive
the Newsletter.

Contact Us
Peter Blake (co-leader)

peterblake1952@gmail.com

Matthew Reeve (co-leader)

matthew@reeve.name
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Terrarium A. One of
Dick Hayward’s fern
terrariums.

As a means of providing a controlled and independent mini-environment
in which to house exotic plants, terrariums have become quite popular,
and they make to it possible to cultivate ferns in homes without a
conservatory or greenhouse. Especially in countries such as our own, with
strongly contrasting summer and winter seasons, terrariums open a way
for us to enjoy growing ferns throughout the entire year, as well as making
it possible to grow some of the tropical and semi-tropical ferns that
normally call for a conservatory or heated greenhouse.
Siting A Terrarium
A terrarium can of course be placed anywhere in a house, but in terms of
lighting and heating the conditions prevailing where it is placed (the
ambient conditions) will inevitably affect it. In the winter a centrallyheated room will generally be at a high enough temperature for the
terrarium to require no additional heating of its own; conversely, a southfacing windowsill in summer may prove far too hot and bright. Some
thought and careful monitoring of the ambient conditions will clearly be
necessary. More will be said about this below.
Obtaining A Terrarium Of The Right Size
Terrariums come in all sorts of shapes and sizes. Beautifully crafted but
highly priced miniature terrariums, that might be suitable for cultivating a
few small, delicate varieties such as filmy-ferns are easily found with an
internet search. Pet stores often sell vivariums designed for keeping
reptiles or amphibians, and providing these have a leak-proof base, they
will certainly function as terrariums. But probably for most of us our
terrarium will simply be a customised aquarium.
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Aquariums, including good second-hand ones, are widely available and
can be found with a variety of dimensions. Many come complete with the
addition of a lighting system fitted within the hood. What size and
proportions the terrarium has will have consequences for what ferns you
will be able to grow. If, for example, you want to grow epiphytes or longfronded species you will need a taller terrarium. Whatever is decided upon,
it is important to make sure you will have easy access to the interior for
watering and other activities such as planting, repositioning or removing
plants, cleaning the glass, and so on; doing such things can be very
awkward if the terrarium is tall but too narrow.

13 December 2021

Terrarium B (75 × 45 ×
75 cm). Ferns across
the midline are the
herring-bone
Pleopeltis bombycina, a
young Platycerium hillii
and on the mossy
branch Davallia
heterophylla.

Preparing The Interior Prior To Planting
A bark-based compost covering the bottom to a depth of 10–12 cm will suit
most terrestrial ferns, and may be improved and made more attractive by
incorporating some sphagnum moss, bark chips and fragments of tree fern
fibre. Pieces of (dead) tree fern trunk or gnarled logs positioned upright or
horizontally may be added to create
interest, and these will also serve for
“A bark-based
attaching ferns having running rhizomes.
compost covering Covering the back and side panels with
the bottom to a
sheets of cork bark, compressed cork
depth of 10–12 cm panels and/or slabs of tree fern fibre
will suit most
provides a perfect medium for the growth
terrestrial ferns.”
of epiphytes, and also functions in
blocking excess external light, as ferns are
–DICK HAYWARD
generally shade-lovers. You may wish to
add a suggestion of ‘jungle’ to the walls with a collage of pieces of
interlaced ‘networks’ of ivy stem or interestingly twisted branches, often
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found as driftwood (see Terrarium B). In a short time, if kept moist, such
walls will become green as dormant fern and moss spores lying in them
germinate. All the interior as just described should then be thoroughly
soaked with water and left for a few days, and the process should be
repeated if it appears not fully saturated.
Planting The Terrarium
Terrestrial ferns are planted directly into the compost. Making sure some
of them have their crowns pushed partly under logs so that growth
emerges at an angle will make for a natural look. Epiphytes will need to be
attached to vertical or upward inclined surfaces, and this is where fibrous
logs and slabs of tree-fern prove so useful. Some epiphytes have long, thin,
running rhizomes, and these are best attached with a thread binding them
to the surface at several places. To prevent the as-yet unrooted rhizome
from drying out, it should be wrapped in a thin bundle of sphagnum moss
strands before attaching it with the thread. Eventually the rhizome will
root into the substratum. Other epiphytes have creeping rhizomes that are
much thicker, while some even grow from a crown. For all these a hole
may be scooped out in the substratum. This is especially easy to do in
fibrous tree fern logs or slab. The hole is partly filled with compost and
sphagnum moss and the rhizome or crown is inserted and held in place
with a layer of moss over and around it. This all being then held in place
with thread.
After-Care
It is most important to keep the plants watered, and this is best done with
a spray. Spraying is essential in the case of epiphytes, where water applied
in any other way will run off. Because the passage of air into and out of the
terrarium will be restricted , the amount of moisture lost by evaporation
will be less, and the air in the terrarium will
usually be humid. In general, ferns thrive in
“Ferns in a
a humid, though not stagnant, atmosphere;
terrarium will need however, too much water in the compost
nutrition, and the may cause bottom-planted rhizomes to rot.
addition of a few You may find that spraying even as little as
plant-feeding
once a week leads to an excess of moisture
pellets around the —observable as a constant film of
condensation on the glass. There is no
bottom-planted
ferns will probably simple rule of thumb that can be offered
with respect to frequency of watering, so it
last for many
will be necessary to monitor the situation
months.’
carefully in your terrarium in order to
–DICK HAYWARD
achieve the right balance.
Ferns in a terrarium will need nutrition, and the addition of a few plantfeed pellets around bottom-planted ferns will probably last for many
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months, but will eventually need replenishing according to their term of
viability. It is not usually practicable to use pellets with climbing epiphytes,
and for these nutrition should be supplied as a liquid in their spray. There
are some liquid orchid fertilisers that are very suitable for this purpose.
For both pellets and liquid feed instructions concerning their application
will usually be found on the product, but as is the case in the cultivation of
ferns in general, the amount of fertiliser applied should be approximately
half what is recommended for other plants.
Training and removing old and unsightly fronds or training the direction
of growth of a plant must of course be carried out from the top with the
cover removed. For tall terrariums it might prove useful to invest in some
forceps, and other tools enabling an extended reach.
Additional Heat And Light
For satisfactory growth most plants in a terrarium will require
temperatures ranging between 15 ºC and 25 ºC. The ambient temperature
range of the place where the terrarium stands may meet that requirement,
but if housing it is in a place where the external temperature range is
insufficient (as for example in a cellar), extra heat will be needed. Tubular
bulbs that emit a specified heat can be fitted overhead in a covering hood.
Such bulbs, known as ‘grow-lights’ or ‘grow-bulbs’ can be obtained from
horticultural supply manufacturers as well as from pet stores that sell
vivariums. Such bulbs typically provide light as well as heat, and since any
alternation of lighting should follow a regular day-night rhythm, their
operation may be controlled with a timer. Alternatively, heating may be
generated by electric heating cables or ‘reptile heat-mats’ placed under the
compost. These may be controlled either with a timer or a thermostat.
Without some controlling device however, it is all-too easy to overheat the
terrarium.

“Small electric
fans, such as
those found in
some computers,
are ideal for
creating air
movement that
counters such
stagnancy.”

If heat requirements are adequate, but
better lighting is needed, this is best
provided nowadays with LED light strips.
Those used for aquarium lighting with blue
as well as white light are excellent, and
plants seem to flourish under them.

The air in very tall terrariums often
becomes stagnant. Small electric fans, such
as those found in some computers, are ideal
for creating air movement that counters
such stagnancy. Short bursts at intervals
–DICK HAYWARD
throughout the day are easily programmed
with a timer. Positioning them usefully in
the terrarium however without undoing the attractiveness of the whole
may present a challenge.
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Pests
However scrupulously items that go into the terrarium (including the ferns
themselves) are inspected, pests are bound to turn up. The commonest are
slugs and woodlice, and the latter are not as innocuous as they are often
said to be. Removal by hand during repeated night-time searches with a
torch is probably still the best way to get rid of them. How best to deal
with scale and fern aphid are described in the pamphlet ‘Growing Ferns
Indoors’ available from the BPS website.

13 December 2021

Terrarium A. A young
Platycerium ellisii. To
the left is Pyrrosia
lancifolium.

Ferns For A Terrarium
Ferns suitable for a terrarium will almost certainly need to be relatively
small-sized. The following list (Table 1 and Table 2) is far from exhaustive,
but lists some species that would not only be suitable, but that can also
actually be obtained from specialist suppliers. There are two sections: one
listing ferns best grown as epiphytes; the other listing species better suited
to bottom growth. But it should be borne in mind that the growth habits of
some ferns overlap these categories.
Terrarium culture is not a necessity or even desirable for most of the ferns
listed, and they could as well be grown in any suitable indoor space. When
a species is considered as especially suited for terrarium culture, it is
marked with an asterisk.
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TABLE 1: Best Grown As Epiphytes
Adiantum

caudatum

Davaliia

bullata, fejeensis, heterophylla,
parvula*, pentaphylla, pyxidata,
repens*, trichomanoides, tyermannii

Dendroconche

scandens (syn. Microsorum)

Drynaria

bonii

Haplopteris

flexuosa

Lecanopteris

carnosa*, celebica*, crustacea*,
deparioides* (syn. L. curtisii),
holttumii*,, pumila*, sarcopus* (syn. L.
lomarioides), luzonensis*, sinuosa*

Lepisorus

carnosus* (syn. Lemmaphyllum
carnosum var. carnosum), kawakamii,
microphyllus* (syn. Lemmaphyllum
microphyllum), mucronatus* (syn.
Belvisia mucronata), rostratus* (syn.
Lemmaphyllum carnosum var.
rostratum), spicatus* (syn. Belvisia
spicata), superficialis (syn. Microsorum
superficiale), thunbergianus,
validinervis* (syn. Belvisia)

Microgramma

heterophylla*, lycopodioides*, nitida*,
piloselloides*, reptans*, squamulosa*,
tecta*, vaccinifolia

Nephrolepis

exaltata ‘Marissa’

Pyrrosia

confluens, eleagnifolia, heteractis,
lanceolata, linearifolia, lingua, lingua
‘Cristata’, lingua ‘Monstrifera’, lingua
‘Tachiba Koryu’, lingua ‘Variegata’,
nummularifolia*, piloselloides*

Selliguea

heterocarpa, triloba

Tectaria

prolifera* (syn. Fadyenia hookeri),
zeilanica (syn. Quercifilix)

TABLE 2: Best Grown As Rooted In Bottom Compost
Actiniopteris

radiata

Asplenium

× ebenoides, marinum*, prolongatum*

Austroblechnum

penna-marina subsp. alpina (syn.
Blechnum)

Bolbitis

heteroclita var. difformis*, sinuata*
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TABLE 2: Best Grown As Rooted In Bottom Compost (cont.)
Campyloneurum

angustifolium

Deparia

lancea (syn. Diplazium subsinuatum)

Dendroconche

linguiforme (syn. Microsorum)

Dictymia

brownii

Doryopteris

nobilis, palmata, pedata, pilosa,

Elaphoglossum

apodum, crinitum*, decoratum*,
eximium, lancifolium*, metallicum

Lepisorus

ovatus* (syn. Neolepisorus)

Leptochilus

axillaris, decurrens, pteropus* (syn.
Microsorum), wrightii ‘Monstrifera’

Mickelopteris

cordata (syn. Hemionitis arifolia)

Microsorum

heterocarpum, steerei*

Pleopeltis

fallax

Pyrrosia

hastata, polydactyla, porosa,
stigmosa

Selliguea

enervis, feei, heterocarpa (syn. S.
lima), murudensis*, platyphylla

In addition it may be interesting to include young specimens of species
that will ultimately grow too large and will need to be removed and planted
elsewhere. The least-sized Platycerium ellisii could be a suitable candidate
for this.

DICK HAYWARD
Dick lives in North Wales just a few miles from Snowdon. From an early age
ferns fascinated him and when he retired from teaching Linguistics at the
School of Oriental and African Studies in 2002, he bought Rickard's Hardy
Ferns and for five years ran a specialist fern nursery on a one-time hill farm
just south of Bangor. Aiming to enlarge the range of ferns available at the
nursery he made spore-collecting trips to Taiwan, Chile, South Africa and
Sarawak (Borneo), and in the course of this discovered tropical epiphytes
which have continued as a passion long after selling on the nursery.
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Tectaria zeilanica, The ‘Oakleaf Fern’
Peter Blake

13 December 2021

Figure 1.
Tectaria zeilanica
growing in the forest.

When I first saw Tectaria zeilanica I wasn’t at all sure that it was even a
fern. I was in Udawattakele forest in Kandy in Sri Lanka, and had found
this patch of small (5 cm) hairy plants with oak-leaf like leaves. I took
some photos (Figure 1) and, when back in the hotel, I set about trying to
identify this strange plant. This wasn’t as easy as it sounds, as there is no
readily available illustrated guide to the ferns of Sri Lanka. So, I fell back
on R. H. Beddome’s Ferns of British India (1892), with line illustrations,
and Monica Shaffer-Fehre’s unillustrated Flora of Ceylon, Volume XV
(2006). From the Flora, I determined that this was a fern that Beddome
had named as Gymnopteris quercifolia. Referring to his 1892 book, I
found a line drawing originally created for Beddome’s The Ferns of
Southern India (1863) by the Tamil artist Govindoo (Figure 2). This
showed the fertile frond to be much larger and more slender than the
infertile fronds that I had seen. Subsequently, I went back to the forest and
found a fertile frond from which I was able to take some spores on a paper
handkerchief.
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Back in the UK, I sowed these spores in plastic
containers and had prothalli within three
months. Sporophytes then developed quickly,
and I had plants 2 cm high thirteen months
after sowing. These grew rapidly over the next
three months (Figure 3). At thirty months
after sowing, these plants were producing flaglike fertile fronds of their own (Figure 4), from
which I was able to collect spores and grow
another generation.
It is not a difficult fern to maintain, so long as
you can keep it in quite a bright place at
around 20 ºC and ~80% RH. It is happy in a
50:50 mixture of potting compost and bark
and needs to be damp but not waterlogged. It
can suffer infestation with aphids, which can
be difficult to see and treat as the fronds are so
flat against the compost surface. I have found
Pyrethrum powder, delivered via a puffer
under the plant, to be effective.
For a plant so small, Tectaria zeilanica has had its fair share of synonyms,
twelve in all, the most common of which is Quercifilix zeilanica. Indeed,
spores have been offered under this name in the BPS Spore Exchange as
recently as 2018, and may be available in the upcoming 2022 spore
distribution.

Figure 2.
Drawing from Ferns of
Southern India
(Beddome, 1863).

Tectaria zeilanica is an interesting and
attractive plant and, with its ease of
culture, could be more widely grown
(Figure 5).

Figure 3.
Tectaria zeilanica.
Fifteen months after
sowing.
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Figure 4.
Tectaria zeilanica.
Fertile fronds rising
above the plants.

PETER BLAKE
Peter became interested in
tropical ferns whilst making
regular trips to India in the
1990’s and 2000’s. He retired
from the NHS in 2012 and
was able to develop his
interest in growing tropical
ferns from spores. He now
lives in Norwich where he can
provide much more space for
their culture. He maintains a
particular interest in the ferns
of South India and Sri Lanka.
Figure 5.
Tectaria zeilanica.
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Hothouse, What House?
Matthew Reeve

Working out the ideal temperature and environmental conditions
for a fern collection can be confusing. This is my journey as a
‘fern newbie’ trying to make sense of the terminology
surrounding temperature and greenhouses.
It was clear I would need to consider other possibilities. You see, my
interest in keeping tropical ferns had swelled to the point where I could no
longer keep them all inside the house. There were too many. Ferns
everywhere! I came to the realisation I would need to start reclaiming
some real estate from the garden and
invest in some new fern-holding
structures.
I had so many questions—I was
never wired particularly well to cope
with a ‘trial and error’ approach that
so many gardeners seem blessed
with. Looking in the obvious places,
I struggled to find a comprehensive
‘how to’ on growing tropical ferns
that could push me in the right
direction. In houseplant books from
the 1970s and 1980s, there was the
odd page on bird’s nests or
maidenhairs alongside explanations
on how to build a moss pole or
bottle terrarium. But I was thinking bigger. I had grand notions of
something approaching Kew’s glasshouses in my back garden… fast
forward a year or two and I had acquired a 180 cm × 60 cm woodenframed greenhouse. Progress!

My first greenhouse
that I keep as a 'hot
cupboard’.

Tim Penrose, of Bowden’s, put me in touch with Dick Hayward—this was
way before I had discovered the BPS. Dick kindly wrote to me about how
he constructed and maintained his own greenhouse. His practical advice
and positive encouragement inspired me further on my tropical and tender
fern journey. My metamorphosis into a ‘fernaholic’ had truly begun.
My search for information led me to a few antique fern books. These books
seemed very exotic, they listed so many ferns with names I hadn’t heard—
many of which I have since learnt were synonyms of more familiar species.
I was discovering the quite formidable history of tropical fern horticulture.
I’d heard of pteridomania, fern-fever and the Victorian fern craze. I’d even
heard of Wardian cases on Tim Harford’s BBC World Service series 50
Things That Made The Modern Economy. I realised my own endeavours
and ferny dreams were following on from this rich history.
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A. J. Macself
One of these books I had acquired was Ferns for Garden and
Greenhouse (1952) by A. J. Macself. In the half of the book
devoted to non-hardy ferns, Macself neatly arranges his
chapters by the environments in which we can keep ferns. He
goes through unheated greenhouses, Wardian cases, keeping
ferns in indoor rooms, heated greenhouses and hothouses.
Macself favours a less is more approach when it comes to
heating greenhouses.
“Among ferns which cannot survive actual freezing … there are
sufficient of those which grow happily in moderately heated
greenhouse to render it unnecessary for the average amateur to
attempt to grow those which must have hothouse accommodation
or ‘stove’ houses as they’re formerly termed. I repeat that
experience has taught us that very high temperatures maintained by
excessive firing are not equivalent to natural heat, and many ferns as well as
other plants have been proved to retain more robust health in cool
greenhouse conditions than they did in the very high temperature, but
oppressively stuffy atmosphere, of a
hothouse.”

The chapter on Wardian cases
reminds me that they are the
forerunners to what we would now
refer to as terrariums. As a listener to
BBC Radio 4’s Gardeners’ Question
Time, it seems rarely a week goes by
without references to terrariums as a
creative approach to indoor
gardening. Macself considers how the
temperature of the room in which the
Wardian case is placed will affect the
ferns that can be grown. He also
predicts:
“My belief is that the availability of cases will be the means of inducing great
numbers of amateur gardeners to start cultivating filmy ferns and other
suitable plants and that the demand for cases will grow in consequence. In
years past it was not unusual for the enthusiast who started with a single
Wardian case to add periodically to the number until he possessed half
dozen or more.”

AJ Macself, Ferns For
Garden And
Greenhouse (1952)

My kitchen windowsill
and a collection of
terrariums containing
filmy and aquatic fern
species.

Hands up. Guilty. My kitchen windowsill currently looks like some weird
sci-fi laboratory with my collection of mini terrariums housing my more
filmier ferns.
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Macself gives us a chapter on growing ferns inside the
house, aimed chiefly at those who do not own a
greenhouse. He identifies the fact that maidenhairs are
generally speaking not good ‘room’ plants, but identifies
Nephrolepis exaltata, Asplenium bulbiferum and
Davallia canariensis as being ideal candidates.
Macself defines ‘tender’ to differentiate between ‘ferns
which cannot survive in frozen conditions and those
which can endure and live through the frosts of the
average British winter.’ Tender ferns then divide into two
cultivation groups: ‘greenhouse’ and ‘hothouse’ ferns. In
the greenhouse sufficient heat is required to maintain the
temperature safely above freezing. In the hothouse
considerably more heat would be assumed.
Under the banner of greenhouse ferns, Macself gives an
extensive list of ferns, including many well-known varieties
of Adiantum, Davallia, Doodia, Nephrolepis and Pellaea, tree ferns such
as Alsophila and Dicksonia, and now less familiar genera such as
Arthropteris and Gleichenia.
Cultivation Temperatures
In 1952, ‘hothouse’ was the modern word for ‘stove’, which Macself
informs us was the general term used by gardeners of the last century.
John Birkenhead in his little book Ferns and Fern Culture (1892) devotes
a chapter to ‘Selections of Stove Ferns for Pots, Baskets, Blocks of Cork,
Rockwork, Walls, Cutting’ and another for ‘Stove Selaginellas’. Macself
considers a hothouse to be a greenhouse maintained at a temperature of
18 ºC (65 ºF). He also says one maintained at 10 ºC (50 ºF) would be
termed a warm greenhouse and that a cool greenhouse would go no lower
than 4–7 ºC (40–45 ºF). In my opinion this is quite a neat terminology.

My recently divided
Nephrolepis exalata
‘Green Lady’. It lives
on a sunny windowsill
in a bathroom, 21 ºC
and has been in this
position for 4 years.

GREENHOUSE TEMPERATURE CATEGORIES
Unheated Greenhouse

no artificial heat

Cool Greenhouse

no lower than 4 ºC (40 ºF)

Warm Greenhouse

no lower than 10 ºC (50 ºF)

Hothouse

no lower than 18 ºC (65 ºF)

Philip Swindles, in his identically titled book Ferns For Garden and
Greenhouse (1971), also uses the cool and warm greenhouse distinction.
He again identifies a cool greenhouse as one in which artificial heat is not
normally given except in the depths of winter to ‘keep the frost at bay’. His
warm greenhouse descriptor says a a temperature no lower than 7 ºC
(45 ºF), a little lower than Macself writes in 1952. Swindles doesn’t
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mention hothouses, but does list several ferns as candidates for the warm
greenhouse that are commonly considered to require higher temperatures.
John Birkenhead uses the terms stove, warm greenhouse, cool greenhouse
and cold greenhouse. He provides more elaborate seasonal descriptors for
temperature ranges. He gives the minimum nighttime temperature for the
stove ferns to be 16 ºC (60 ºF) during the winter. Warm greenhouse as
7 ºC (45 ºF). Cool greenhouse 4 ºC (40 ºF) but states 2 ºC (35 ºF) would
‘not do any harm’. Cold greenhouse was his term for unheated greenhouse.
Macself lists relatively few hothouse ferns. His list includes more
Adiantum, then a selection of a few other ferns including Asplenium and
Davallia. He singles out Platycerium grande as preferring hothouse
conditions. His post-war diligence, is perhaps the leading factor in the lack
of ferns he lists in this category. His comments resonate with us today in
light of soaring energy prices and climate change.
“We have in fact learned, to a
great extent through
compulsory reduction in fuel
consumption, that many plants
thrive equally well and maintain
even more vigour and
robustness when grown in
moderately heated structures
than was formerly the custom.”

My Set-Up
In addition to the ferns left in
the house and being kept in
mini terrariums on windowsills,
my own set-up includes my
wooden-framed greenhouse
(180 cm × 60cm), that I
maintain at 18 ºC as a hothouse
—more of a hot cupboard. I
initially tried keeping it at 10 ºC
but, as winter set in, very
quickly the majority of the ferns
began to suffer, so I opted for a higher temperature using a 2 kW electric
fan heater and a thermostatic controller. I still find it very confusing
navigating what is winter dormancy and deciduousness against genuine
cold stress. I also have an unheated greenhouse (300 cm × 180 cm), which
is bubbled-wrapped. I’m trying to maintain it as a cool greenhouse and
praying the nights don’t get too cold—I’m hoping to keep it above freezing
without artificial heat. The humidity in the hothouse and unheated
greenhouse is always above 80% RH. In the hothouse this is aided by a
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greenhouse
containing tender
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small ultrasonic humidifier and the plants stand on trays
with expanded clay balls which are kept wet.
My home keeps a fairly stable 21 ºC across the year, but
the humidity is rarely above 45% RH. Attempts at
artificially raising the humidity in the house were pretty
futile. The house is largely open plan, and the 6 l tank
that came with the humidifier needed to be filled almost
daily and soon there was a white chalky deposit on every
surface across the house—including the plants. So the
humidifier had to be aborted. Nevertheless, my
Nephrolepis and Davallia grow happily across the year in
these conditions. My living room also has seven huge
IKEA plastic tubs functioning as ‘temporary’ closed
terrariums containing a collection of more unusual
tropicals.
My fern list has quadrupled since Covid began and things
are currently too crowded. My set-up is neither practical nor elegant. I’ve
also struggled to specialise in one particularly genus or group up to this
point. So I’ve taken the plunge and have invested in a new, doubled-glazed,
lean-to hothouse and on completion I will move things around and keep
the current hothouse as a warm greenhouse. Progress is slower than
anticipated, due to Covid and Brexit supply issues, but fingers crossed it
will be completed in January before the worst of the winter weather.
Hopefully I can share the new hothouse with you in the summer edition of
this newsletter.

IKEA tubs serving as
temporary fern
nurseries whilst the
new hothouse is being
completed. Also some
Nephrolepis brought
indoors for the winter.

Tropicals Outside
Due to the space limitations in my greenhouses, I am often trying ferns
outside that would normally be considered tropicals. I’ve good results
keeping a few Lepisorus species (L. microphyllus, syn. Lemmaphyllum
microphyllum, and L. ovatus, syn. Neolepisorus) outside this year from
May. I am keeping them in the cool greenhouse over the winter to see how
they fare. These are two ferns that Dick is keeping indoors in his
terrariums. Similarly several of my Nephrolepis have been outside all
summer and I have only just brought them back into the house now. My
Aglaomorpha coronans has faired less well outside over the summer, but
is hanging on in there. I know of someone keeping their A. coronans
outside with only minimal protection over winter, but they are further
south than me and in a milder climate. Mine will overwinter in the cool
greenhouse.
The BPS on-going fern hardiness survey is revealing fascinating insights
into, and also questions about, some fern species, once-thought tender,
that some of us are managing to maintain outside in the UK. If you are a
BPS member and have not contributed to the survey, you can find the
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information on the BPS website.
From a tropical and indoor fern
perspective, we need to start
collecting data on the temperature
(and relative humidity and light
levels) in which we are keeping our
collections. Perhaps breaking this
down further with summer and
winter figures. Collecting and
collating our tried and tested
temperature and humidity
parameters tropical and tender
species would certainly be a
resource to develop and a future
project for our group.
Final Thoughts
Very little of what I’ve written here will be new to the more experienced
growers and collectors in our group, but hopefully it is a reminder that, for
a fledgeling fern grower, it can be very hard to find practical advice on
growing indoor ferns and creating a greenhouse to keep tropical ferns.
Indoor ferns have developed a reputation for being tricky, possibly due the
lack of information or the generalised guidance out there. Finding
information on the horticulture of rarer ferns is even harder to piece
together.
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A Davallia sp. (probably
D. bullata) that lives
year round in the
bathroom, on a shady
windowsill, 21 ºC.

The tropical and indoor fern group is looking forward to working with the
BPS to develop its resources for those interested in growing tropical and
tender species. Gaining data on greenhouse temperatures, humidity and
even light levels across the seasons and collating details of the species that
thrive in these conditions would help us all.

MATTHEW REEVE
Matthew is an amateur
pteridomaniac with a passion
of tropical, tender and aquatic
ferns. He works in theatre as
a musical director and
composer. He recently joined
the BPS committee and coleads the Tropical and Indoor
Fern Group with Peter Blake.
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